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Abstract 

Association rule mining is employed the foremost well-liked fiction within the field of analysis of knowledge 

mining. This paper presents a survey of some commonest techniques, that square measure often used for 

mining association rules from a knowledge set.  

Association mining may be a cardinal and advantageous researched data processing proficiency. However, 

looking on the choice of the arguments (the minimum support and minimum confidence), current algorithms 

will become terribly slow associated generate an exceptional large quantity of results or generate none or too 

few results, eliding helpful data, as a results of in apply users have restricted resources for analyzing the 

results and thus square measure usually only fascinated by discovering a particular amount of results, and fine 

standardization the parameters is time overwhelming. To handle this disadvantage, we tend to tend to propose 

associate formula to mine the top-k association rules, where k is that the variability of association rules to be 

found and is ready by the user. The formula utilizes a replacement approach for generating association rules 

named rule growths and includes several optimizations experimental results show that the formula has 

marvelous performance and quantify ability that it's associate advantageous completely different to classical 

association rule mining algorithms once the user would like to manage the number of rules generated. 

Keywords:  association rule mining, top-k rules, rule enlargement, support supporting. 

 

Introduction 

In data mining, association rule learning is a wide 

spread and well researched technique for locating 

interesting relations between variables in massive 

databases.  

It is meant to spot robust rules discovered in data 

bases using different measures of power. Based on 

the conception of robust rules,
[1] 

introduced 

association rules for locating regularities between 

merchandise in large-scale dealing knowledge 

noted by point of sale (POS) systems in super 

markets. 

For example, the rule found within the sales 

knowledge of a food market would indicate that if 

a client buys onions and potatoes along, hearses 

probably going to additionally get hamburger meat. 

Such information are often used because the basis  

for  decisions regarding marketing activities l ike , 

e.g., promotional evaluation or product placements. 

In addition to the above example from market 

basket analysis association rules are used these 

days in several application areas as well as web 

usage mining, bioinformatics and intrusion 

detection. As against sequence mining, association 

rule learning generally doesn't take into account the 

order of things either inside a transaction or across 

transactions. 

Actual process work as follows. First we need to 

clean and integrate the databases. Since the data 

source may come from different databases, which 

may have some in consistence and duplications, 

we must clean the data source by removing those 

noises  or  make some compromises . 

Suppose we have two different databases, 

different words are used to refer the same thing in 

their schema. When we try to unite the two 
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sources we can only choose one of them, if we 

know that they indicate the same thing. And also 

real world data end to be incomplete and noisy 

due to the manual input mistakes. The integrated 

data sources can best or edina data base, data ware 

house or other repositories. As not all the data in 

the database are related tour mining task, the 

second process is to select task related data from 

the integrated resources and transform them in to a 

format that is ready to be mined. 
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Fig1 Knowledge Discovery in Data base processes 

 

Data mining is generally thought of as the process 

of finding hidden, nontrivial and previously 

unknown information in large collection of data. 

Association rule mining is an essential 

component of data mining. Basic objective of 

finding association rules is to find all co-

occurrence relationship called associations. 

Most of the research efforts in the scope of 

association rules have been oriented to simplify the 

rules et and to improve performance of algorithm. 

But these are not the only problems that can be 

found and when rules are generated. 

 

Related Work Review 

As result in old approaches like Apriori, Charm, 

FP-tree 
[2,3,4,5,6]

 they produce all possible rules that 

can be satisfied by user gives min sup and min 

conf. 

In old mining approaches user have limited 

control they can’t access limited rules. Just think 

about a scenario where user will mine rule from 

1000000 transactions and he find 10000 rules how 

they can predict best value. 

A user having no apriori Knowledge of the 

database has only a 0.08% chance of selecting 

amins up value that will make him satisfied. And 

if value is too high, not enough rules will be 

generated, and if value is too low it used approach 

generate too many rule and decrease performance. 

In practice users have limited resources (time and 

storages pace) for analyzing the results and thus 

are often only interested in discovering a certain 
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amount of rules, and fine tuning the parameters is 

time- consuming. 

It requires two inputs that are user specified 

minimum supporters hold (MST) & minimum 

confidence threshold (MCT). But it is not 

mention how t he user chooses number of rules to 

be mine. 

In current algorithms 
[7]

 user can’t choose how 

many rules they want to mine. 

Depending on the choice of the thresholds, current 

algorithms can become very slow and generate an 

extremely large amount of results orgeneraten one 

or too few results, omitting valuable information. 

Output of existing algorithm produces duplicate 

rules. 

As production of larger ules on existing algorithm 

like Apriori we can’t take algorithm output as 

input to another program or system. 

Implementation of  existing algori thm i s  too 

costly and requ i r ed  many additional 

resources. 

Most of algorithms implementation is not possible 

because it required high speed processor (dual 

core or high) and RAM (min 4 GB). 

Mined rules can be arranged in order of min conf. 

Existing data mining algorithm work on system 

buffer so large memory size is required to hold 

output as well as input data. 

 

Problem Formulation  

Let S be the database of exchanges and J = {J1,..., 

Jn} be itemset. An exchange T incorporates one or 

more than one things in J. An affiliation tenet has 

the structure X → Y, where Y and X are non-

vacant arrangements of things (i.e. Y and X are 

subsets of J) such that X ∩ Y = Null. An 

arrangement of things is called an itemset, while 

X is known as the forerunner. The backing of a 

thing (or itemset) x is the rate of exchanges from 

S in which that thing or item set happens in the 

database The certainty or quality c for an 

affiliation principle X → Y is the proportion of 

the quantity of exchanges that contain X or Y to 

the quantity of exchanges that contain X. The 

issue of mining affiliation tenets is to discover all 

affiliation rules in a database having a backing no 

not exactly a client characterized limit minsup and 

a certainty no not exactly a client characterized 

edge minconf. For instance, Figure demonstrates 

an exchange database (left) and the affiliation 

guidelines found for minsup = 0.5 and minconf 

=0.5 (right). 

 

Table 3.1 Transition Table example 

ID Transaction 

T1  {a, b, c, e, f, g} 

T2  {a, b, c, d, e, f} 

T3  {a, b, e, f} 

T4  {b, f, a, g} 

T5  {b, f, g , c, d} 

T6  {b, f. g, a, e} 

T7  {b, f, g, a} 

T8  {b, c, f, g} 

T9  {b, d, f, g} 

T10  {b, c, d, e, f, g} 

T11  {b ,d, e, f} 

T12  {b, f, g, c ,d} 

T13  {b ,f, g ,a ,e} 

T14  {a, b ,c, d, e, f} 

T15  {b, f, g, a} 
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Table 3.2 Output of Apriori Algorithm 

ID Rules Support Confidence 

    

R1 {a}=>{b} 0.75 1 

R2 {a}=>{c, e, f} 0.5 0.6 

R3 {a}=>{e, f} 0.75 1 

R4 {a}=>{f} 0.8 1 

R5 {a} =>{c, e} 0.4 0.5 

R6 {a}=>{b, f} 0.6 0.75 

R7 {a} =>{c, f} 0.5 0.79 

…. ….. ….. ….. 

 

Problem Statement  

In investigations of old mining systems we 

address an issue that they create more than client 

particular prerequisite and their start to finish way 

to deal with create principles require more 

opportunity to think about standards and produce 

last result. What's more, Final result contain more 

than some restricted pre-characterize particular 

results in this manner we can't address the 

outcome for another module of a project to pick 

an outcome and procedure the yield furthermore 

some yield will be repetitive. Consider a 

circumstance on business sector wicker container 

issue, in the event that we have more than 100000 

results and client need to show one and only 

decide that backing and certainty is equivalent to 

or more noteworthy than give values then all old 

calculations can show close around 1000 

principles and can't stop execution until all 

guidelines are not found. In this manner every 

single past calculation are not a decent answer for 

choice emotionally supportive network or future 

expectation.  

 

Drawbacks of Existing Mining Method  

1. As result in old methodologies like 

Apriori, Charm, FP-tree they create every 

single conceivable standard that can be 

fulfilled by client gives minsup and 

minconf.  

2. In old mining methodologies client have 

constrained control they can't get to 

restricted tenets. Simply consider a  

 

 

situation where client will mine tenet from 

1000000 exchange sand he discover 10000 

principles how they can foresee best 

esteem.  

3. A client having no from the earlier 

information of the database has just a 0.08 

% possibility of selecting a minsup esteem 

that will make him fulfilled. What's more, 

if quality is too high, insufficient 

principles will be produced, and if worth is 

too low it utilized methodology create an 

excess of tenet and lessening execution.  

4. By and by clients have restricted assets 

(time and storage room) for breaking down 

the outcomes and subsequently are 

regularly just inspired by finding a sure 

measure of guidelines, and calibrating the 

parameters is tedious.  

5. It requires two inputs that are client 

indicated least bolster edge and least 

certainty limit. In any case, it is not say 

how the client picks number of standards 

to be mine.  

6. In current calculations client can't pick 

what number of guidelines they need to 

mine.  

7. Depending on the decision of the edges, 

current calculations can turn out to be 

moderate and create a to a great degree 

extensive measure of results or produce 

none or excessively few results, excluding 

important data.  
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8. Output of existing calculation produces 

copy rules.  

9. As generation of substantial standards on 

existing calculation like Apriori we can't 

take calculation yield as info to another 

project or framework.  

10. Implementation of existing calculation is 

too immoderate and required numerous 

extra assets.  

11. Most of calculations usage is impractical 

in light of the fact that it required fast 

processor (double center or high) and 

RAM (min 4 GB).  

12. Mined tenet output be orchestrated all 

together of minconf.  

13. Existing information mining calculation 

deal with framework support so expansive 

memory size is required to hold yield and 

in addition data information.  

 

Proposed Work  

A vital issue that has not been tended to by every 

one of the calculations is the means by which the 

client ought to pick the edges to create a fancied 

measure of guidelines. This issue is essential in 

light of the fact that  

– Users have restricted assets for breaking down 

the outcomes. 

– Fine tuning the parameters is tedious.  

If the threshold is set too high, the algorithm 

generates too few results, omitting valuable 

information. If threshold is set too low, it can 

generate an extremely large amount of results, and 

algorithm can become very slow. 

Our planned answer uses 2 parameters 1st is ‘k’ 

i.e is that the variety of rules to be generated and 

second is mininmum confidence (minconf). Some 

connected works have used the term “top-k 

association rules mining”. However they're 

applied to mining streams or mining non-standard 

rules. 
[30]

. 

 

Algorithm the TopKN Rules 

The outline of the proposed algorithm is as 

follows: 

Step 1: Start 

Step 2: Read the following as input 

 Transaction Database S 

 Parameter K 

 Minimum confidence  

Step 3: variables used in the algorithm are as 

follows: 

 N- used to store the top k association rules  

 E- used to store the rules to be expanded 

right or left  

 Minimum support  

Step 4: Initially 

 set N = Null  

 E = Null  

 Minimum Support = 1  

Step 4: The transaction data base is scanned 

one time and the Tids (Transaction ids of each 

item I is stored in a variable called Tids(i) 

Step 5: for every pair of items X & Y 

             Where Tids(X) >= minimum support & 

             Tids(Y) >= minimum support 

             Set Tids(X => Y) = Null   & 

             Set Tids(Y =>X) = Null 

Step 6: for each Tids which belongs to the Tids 

(X) ∩ Tids (Y) 

 If X occurs before Y in the Tid’s then Tid’s(X => 

Y) = Tids (X => Y) U {s} OR 

 If Y occurs before X in Tids then Tids(Y => X) = 

Tids (Y => X) U {s}  

 END    FOR 

Step 7: If │Tids (X => Y) │/ │Total 

sequences│> = minimum support 

  then 

Confidence (X => Y) =│Tids(X=>Y) │/│Tids(X) 

│ If     

 Confidence (X=>Y) >= minimum confidence 

then  

If │N│< K then 

If there exist a rule r2 in N which is similar to the 

currently generated rule r1& whose support is also 

similar to the support of r1 then the rule r1 is not 

added to N 

Otherwise this rule r1 is added to the N.  

It is also added to E: E = E U r1.  

If │N│ >= K then 
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Remove a rule s from N whose support is equal to 

the present minimum support Set minimum 

support = lowest support of rules in N 

END IF     END FOR 

Step 8: while E is non empty Do 

Select arule rwith the highest support in E 

Perform the left expansion  

Perform right expansion 

Remove r from E 

END WHILE 

 

Results of Evaluation  

We have executed the novel technique for refined 

association tenet mining in Java and performed 

investigates a PC with a double center processor 

running windows XP and 2 GB of free RAM. On 

the premise of different parameters we assess the 

outcomes in this area .Experiments are carried on 

genuine manufactured datasets ordinarily utilized 

as a part of the affiliation standard mining writing, 

to be specific Retail, Mushrooms, Chess ,Connect 

and so on.  Table 5.1 condenses the attributes of a 

portion of the datasets.  

 

Table 4.1 Datasets Characteristics. 

Data Set  

No of 

Transaction 
No of 

distinct 

items 

Averag

e 

transact

ion 

Chess  3196 75 37 

Mushrooms  8416 128 23 

Accidents   340000 468 49 

t25i10d10k  10000 129 43 

Retail   88163 16470 10 

 

Impact of the k parameter: When we ran top 

positioned rules with minconf = 0.7 on each 

dataset and shifted the parameter k from 100 to 

1500 to assess its impact on the aggregate 

execution time and the memory use of the 

calculation. Execution time is communicated in 

seconds or milliseconds and the most extreme 

memory use is communicated in megabytes. Our 

perception is that the execution time and the 

greatest memory use is sensible for all datasets, 

we can see that the calculation execution time 

becomes straightly with k, and that the memory 

utilization gradually increments.  

 

 

Table 4.2: Shows runtime and memory used with varying k value on different datasets 

Datasets Execution Time sec Maximum Memory Usage MB 

Rule k  100 1000 1500 100 1000 1500 

Chess 0.265 3.151 4.836 7.349 10.447 12.16 

Mushrooms 2.013 38.69 64.55 11.52 69.83 113.5 

T25i10d10k  2.496 147.5 188.8 20.67 121.31 167.9 

Accidents 5.507 73.63 121.5 45.24 139.04 217.4 
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Figure 4.1: Detail results of varying K for the Mushrooms datasets 

 

Impact of the minconf parameter: We then ran the 

same dataset however changed the minconf 

parameter to watch its effect on the execution time 

and the memory use. Table 5.2 demonstrates the 

outcome acquired for minconf=0.3, 0.5and 0.7 for 

k=2000, for a retail information set. Our 

perception is that the memory necessity and 

execution time increments when the minconf 

parameter increments.  

 

Table 4.3: Results for K=2000 and minconf=0.3, 0.5, and 0.7 

Datasets 

Execution Time sec Maximum Memory Usage MB 

min conf 

=0.3 

min conf 

=0.5 

min conf 

=0.7 

min conf 

=0.3 

min conf   

=.05 

min conf 

=.07 

Chess 6.676 6.672 6.736 12.89 13.26 13.90 

Mushrooms 50.685 66.16 95.846 65.354 104.52 180.165 

t25i10d10k 27.971 33.573 37.581 18.392 38.67 68.52 

Accidents 80.075 81.604 93.585 217.70 236.20 247.46 

 

 
Figure4.2: Detail results of varying minconf for the Mushrooms datasets 

 

 
Figure4.3: Detail results of varying minconf for the Chess datasets. 

 

Execution Comparison: Next to assess the 

advantage of utilizing top k positioned rules; we 

contrasted its execution and past calculation FP-

tree calculation. Since the FP-tree calculation and 

our new proposed calculation are not intended for 

the same errand i.e. mining all affiliation rules 

versus mining the top k rules, it is hard to think 

about them.  
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To give a correlation of their exhibitions, we ran 

top k rules calculation on the distinctive dataset 

with minconf =0.7 and k=100, 500, 1000… 1500. 

We then ran FP-Tree development with minsup 

equivalents to the most minimal backing of 

guidelines found by top k rules, for every k and 

every information set. We assessed the outcome 

utilizing retail information’s. 

 

 

 
Figure 4.4:  Performance comparison for optimal minsup values for Mushrooms. 

 

Figure4.4: shows examination between the old 

and the new calculation on the premise of 

execution time and memory utilization. The 

conclusion from this assessment is that for an 

ideal decision of parameters, our calculation is 

just about as quick as past calculation, likewise as 

k builds the hole between the two calculations 

increments. In the event that the parameters are 

not picked ideally, FP-tree development 

calculation can run much slower than top k rules, 

or to produce excessively few or an excess of 

results. This assessment unmistakably shows the 

advantages of utilizing top positioned affiliation 

principle mining. 

 

Table 4.4: Shows the comparison b/w old and new algorithm for k=2000 rules. 

K Min confidence Old(TopKRules) New(TopKNRules) 

2000 0.1 2042 2000 

2000 0.3 2042 2000 

2000 0.5 2006 2000 

2000 0.7 2031 2000 

2000 0.8 2107 2000 

 

Size of standards found 

In conclusion, we explored what is the normal size 

of the top-KN rules on the grounds that one may 

expect that the guidelines might contain couple of 

things. This is not what we watched. For Chess, 

Accidents, T25I10D10K and Mushrooms, k=2000 

and minconf=0.7, the normal number of things by 

tenets for the main 2000 principles is separately 

4.32, 4.55, 5.87 and 5.38, and the standard 

deviation is individually 0.932, 0.92, 1.51 and 

1.30, with the biggest tenets having eight things. 
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Conclusion 

When the info set is simply too massive, the final 

association rule mining rule will generate a 

particularly great amount of rules. It takes plenty 

of execution time and additionally consumes vast 

memory. In another case the association rules 

mining rule might generate rules with redundant 

information set row. During this specific case loss 

valuable data and user can’t opt for what number 

rules they need to show. To beat these higher than 

mentioned issues, we tend to project a completely 

unique rule for mining prime hierarchal 

information from any normal information set. 

Testing proposed rule on a regular information 

set. This information set is obtainable underneath 

general public license (GNU). 
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